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Goldberg urges Executive, electoral reforms

-

Watergate termed 'biggest scandal in history
Jy Ros Reid

'

'

-

"All who believe In the rule
of law must , agree,"-urgeformer Associate Supreme Court
Justice Arthur J. Goldberg, In
an address May 8, expressing
his horror at Watergate, "the
- biggest scandal
In our history,
"that every person, of high or
.low estate, responsible for
heinous crimes must be brought
to Justice without fear or fall
' ure."
,
r
-

d

"Our government Is toe

"

tent, omnipresent teacher for
or evil, Goldberg told the
large audience gathered In Mc- Gaw Chapel, recalling the words
of Chief Justice Louis Brandels
SO years ago In the Olmstead vs.
the UjS. wire tapping ease. . In
the case of Watergate, he said,
"the teacher of evil appears to
be the government."

.

.

Goldberg's address was part
of the "Nature of Justice In

-

far-reach- ing

'

.

all, he stressed, the

facts must ; be known, - Again
quoting former Justice Brandels,
he said, "Sunlight is the most
powerful of all disinfectants' -and urged that the full truth must

The "one man, one vote principle spoken by Chief Justice
Earl Warren was also cited by
Goldberg. "The right to vote

-

Above

.

Presl-continu-

1

The moss of men lead live

"

Watergate,
he declared,
"represented a contempt for
indicated
law - a feeling of the people
Involved mat because they had
The Watergate scandal has offices in the White House they
Implications for the were above, not under the law.'
operation of the Executive
''There is no such thing as a
branch, Goldberg said. . "The little repression," he went on.
President can only discharge the "Once you start the process of
functions of his high office when undermining freedoms, the next
he commands the consent of the step . is inevitable. . . We all
ought to read Orwell's book 1994
governed, he reminded the
lence. "That consent cannot again.
be taken for granted today. He
Goldberg described a number
noted that 50 per cent of the
changes be feels necessary
of
American people, according to
recent polls, do not believe for the establishment of responsible government. .He Is disNixon is innocent.
ed
turbed, he said, that 'the
en page tour
Moreover, he stated, "We are

.

-

too much inclined to believe all
our problems can ultimately be
solved by the courts.
A Judge's
powers extend only so far, he
cautioned, and In a country under
law a government above the law
"cannot be saved by the courts. -

Goldberg believes that this
must be handled by an "independent prosecutor rather than
by the House or Senate. The
prosecutor would examine possible "acts of impropriety as
well as criminal actions, he

Goldberg recalled that Henry
Kissinger has referred to this
as "a time for compassion. He
called Kissinger's statement Incorrect, saying rather that "It
is a time for profound sorrow,
concern, regret and outrage that
government has. become so "embroiled In scandal and illegal
acts. "Now Is the time, he
continued, "for the truth denied ;
to us as citizens, for Justice
denied to us as citizens. . . for
bringing Justice to all of us, to
the people.. '
.''V

is still to be determined In a
court of law. But If proven in
court, he said, "such crimes
constitute more than dirty
business. - They undermine a .
premise fundamental to our legal system . since the Magna
Carta - that government, like
all of us, is under, not above, '
the law.

po-

good

I

Goldberg
repreasserted, and Watergate
sents a "sordid ' and unprecedented debasement of the right'
to vote freely.

and former
Judge, do not try to ascribe
guilt,' he stated, emphasizing
that the Watergate case Is based
on allegations, the truth of which
-

society,

ocratic

"I, as a lawyer,

-

be brought to light to cure the
"cancer In our body politic.

freely is of essence to a dem-

America series sponsored by
"the, Cultural Events Committee.
Scheduled to speak on the topic
of "Government Under Law,'
he 'said that lie bad discarded
one of his prepared speeches
to speak specifically on the Watergate scandal.

'

i

quiet desperation.

1

What Is called resignation
is confirmed desperation

Henry David Thoreou

I

i.

I
I
I
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Waynel

may he

'

"

Students parking cars on Wayne
Avenue between BeaU Avenue andV
Bever Street may no longer
have a place to park. Wooster s
Traffic Commission has recommended to the City Engineer and

J

"Pearce said the limitation may
not happen, depending on what
action the city takes. The Traffic
Commission has no legislative'
authority, it can Just make,
recommendations to the city. The
city Traffic Engineer and Director of Administration can

the Director of Administration
that parking on that stretch of
Wayne Avenue be limited because
of congestion. .
.

--

-

The commission wants to per- two-ho-ur
ur
parking on the'
street, and no parking within
thirty feet of the parking lot
driveways. Captain Jim Pearce
of the Wooster Police Depart-- "
ment, and a member of the Traffic Commission, says the limited
parking is a result of a compromise between some parties whe
wanted no parking and others
who wanted parking to stay as It
is. The commission recommend- -

mlt

to pay the fee to, park in college
"These students will
either have to buy permits to
park behind Lowry and elsewhere, or find a new street to
park on," stated Sherman. He
added only registered cars will
be allowed to park in college
.1 Robert
Sherman, chief of lots, Including the Lowry lot.
security on campus, says most
of the cars parked on the street
continued on page five
belong to students who don't want
regulate the recommendation for
90 days, then the proposal goes
to City Council. If the Council
approves the recommendation, It
then becomes law. Pearce does
not know when the parking limitation win begin.

"this campus has been asleep share with the rest of the

By Rick Scales

too long,' they've bought a full
ton of beer which will be the
focus of the mammoth beer
bash
they've planned for this ' week-

"We're going to have our work
cut out for ourselves," Second

Section member Jeff Krablll predicted gleefully.- - Since Jeff and
his section brothers feel that.

end.

:

courses at Wooster:
Religion 234, History of Christian Thought I, and a 399 seminar - in Religion and History
entitled, Church, State and So-

Chairman of the Department, will
be teaching at New College, University of Edinburgh, Scotland,
and Professor Alexander C.
Cheyne of New College will be
Visiting Professor of Religion
at Wooster. .

.

' Cheyne

After he found out that carting
Black Label has exclusive rights
to" the German Tuborg beer, "we
tapped a few kegs last weekend,
and it was the best 3.2 I've ever
tasted." Jeff contacted Carting's
promotion man who set up the
.deal..: Their 'one big obstacle,
administration policy restricting
the purchase of beer to LCB,
was surmounted without much
difficulty. Even the administration must be impressed with the
sheer enormity of one ton of

has M.A. and BJ5.
degrees from Edinburgh Univer- sity, and a B.LUL degree from.
Oxford. He has been rated as
one of New College's best
chers by COW students who have
studied In Edinburgh In recent
years. This win be his first i
visit to the United States.
in Dr. Talt's absence next fall
Dr. Robert Smith win be acting
beer. Second Section then bought
... .".
.
chairman. .
the beer which they . Intend to
.

.

--

.

;

.

.

.

.

spired.

ciety in; 19th Century' Britain.

Tait,

..

Second Section started thinking
last
about this extravaganza
year, when it occurred to them
that with enough motivation-an- d
participation, the fighting Scots
Just might be able to achieve
the impossible dream - guzzle
a veritable ocean of beer. Jeff
was enamoured with this dazzling prospect and has worked
out the logistics as a man in-

religion

The Religion Department and
Teaching Staff and Tenure Committee have recently approved
an exchange of professors for
Prothe fall quarter 1973-?- 4.

mainly in Church History at New
College, both on the undergraduate and . graduate level, and
Professor Cheyne will offer two

lots.

of

women In

according to

Hall,

Associate Dean of Students Ken
Plusquellec.
Andrews was originally Intended to be a men's dorm when
the

Andrews

family provided

for Its construction. However,
when the administration decided
to convert it to "flexible" use
(that Is, to house men or women
there according to the College's
needs In a particular year) the
Andrews family and the Andrews
Foundation were notified, and
the action was cleared with them.

A tremendous ton to be consumed

G. Tait for A. Ghey ne

Tait will be teaching courses

housing

'

Professor exchange

L; Gordon

other trouble because

Are you up to it?

tro-ho-

fessor

3

Is no truth to rumors
College faces a law-

Andrews

--

ed the change because they felt
the street was too narrow for
full time parking.

By Jeff Adair

.There
that the
suit' or
of the

stion problems

prohibited
...
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..-

cam-

pus.

The Bacchanalia was originally
planned for last weekend, but was
postponed due to the weather. A
new date will be set for some
time this weekend, and win be
announced when they've determined which day ought to have
the best weather.
The Organizers hope to feature
two bands, the Jazzltlons and

F

1973

probably whoever else they can
talk into appearing on such short
notice. The party will be located
in the quad, or wherever else you
happen to stagger off to after
you've done your expected share
of
Regarding student response to
all their labors, Jeff says, "I
wonder, if the campus is up to
beer-drinki-

ng.

it?" WeU, student body,
only one way to find out.

there's

74 CAMPUS COUNCIL BUDGET ALLOCATIONS

$22,800

Lowry Center Board
'

(LCB must allocate $2500 to Black Forum)
Student Government Association
Publications Committee
Black Students Association
People's Party
Motional Organization of Women
International Students
Wooster Christian Fellowship
Council Expenses

'

TOTAL

'

$ 9,707.50

$16,980
1,500
400
400
200
150

6,855
$58,992.50

Weren't they the same two
involved in the most recent skirmish? Tm not

tried by
ignorance
Dear Bill:

If I had been at college

for four years and learned
as little as you have, 1
would do one of three

One Bitching Black

Morris Edwards

member of:
BSA

De
Rose's copout (that's what

goes back on their word,
isn't it?) it was Jim who
acted as the spokesman for
the Association of Christian Athletes (if Christ only

knew!) It was Jim DeRose
and this association that
recognized along with the
Black students of the College. Jim DeRose and only
Jim DeRose stood in front
of tiie congregation of athletes big as life and said
that in total sympathy with
the Black BROTHERS on
campus, he would not play
the next day. Bill, please
note that the meeting was
called by the .White members of the aforementioned

association, because they

too saw the racism.
You talked of an IM baseball game two weeks ago:
well, Billy, let's go back

to last year.

is

The scene

a game between third

and sixth. Third section
contains one Black, sixth
none. Where did the racial

is

Harris asserts "mat

.

Harambee House

Scot Cottage
Scot Basketball and
Track teams and
Friend of many

P.S.

1973.

Wake up Bill,

if s

To The Editor:
Bill Harris's May 4 letter to the VOICE raised
:

--

nature of girls' Hell
and mentioned
"Sphinx waddling heavily
In Lowry Center." The
members of Lambda Alpha
Sigma (Sphinx) would like
to point out that our Hell

Week

campus community.
We feel we were unjustly
singled out in the letter.
The "public display" of
Sphinx consisted solely of
club members eating as a
group, and did not include
die singing contests and
other antics exhibited by
some of the other clubs.
Indeed, we made a conscientious effort to avoid
the very displays which
appearedto be repulsive
to some of the campus community.
The girls' clubs at Woos-t- er
should

not be con-

sidered as a homogeneous
group. The individual clubs
have different attitudes and
approaches toward Hell
Week. Generalizations
about Hell Week are not

unjustly
singled out

valid-,- because each club
conducts its own Hell Week.
We would hope that future
references to offensive
displays would be directed
to the appropriate clubs.
Pat Vittum .

President, Sphinx

Thanh you

from the "
'vampires'

To The Editor:
..

-

The last issue of the

couple of references to
girls' clubs' Hell Week

Our sincere thanks to
everyone who helped make
the spring Bloodmobile
drive the smashing success
, that it was.' A total of 276
people signed up or walked
in to give blood and the final
count was 210 pints collected. This is nearly 20
better than the drives over
the past two years and
marks the first time we
have collected more than
We
200 pints of blood.
congratulate one and all..
The Bloodmobile
'

tion.

It was a rainy day. I got back home from my
"English class" and a letter from the College of
Wooster was waiting for me. I had been accepted as
their Spanish assistant. The following three months

questioned
the purposes and goals of
the Hell Week period 'and
suggested that guidelines
be established whichwould
protect the pledges, the
actives, and the entire
campus community from
humiliation or embarrassment. Such guidelines were
In effect J but the maintenance of these guidelines
was left to the integrity of
the individual clubs and the
common sense of their
One article

ties.

tears...
passed quickly. Pictures, papers, good-bySeptember came and with it what later would be one of
the most interesting experiences of my life.
I'll leave the College in one month, but hundreds
of faces, places, sad, and happy moments will remain
on my mind forever.
It was not only me. Others In Paris, Tokyo, and
Austria, who are people that I love today, were going
through the same circumstances: what we thought
about America, what we dreamed, or maybe what we
unconsciously expected from it, doesn't matter. What
we have lived, learned and shared does.
My first Impression of Babcock was one of a cold
building filled with people whose language I couldn't
understand, and what is worse, in which I could not
express my feelings. I was a stranger. Little by little
those cold walls became warm and I spoke the same
language: friendship. Babcock was my home for one
year; There weremany times when Ifelt the academic
pressure, the students concerned with Just the things
going on on campus, and not with the rest of the world,
as I had been used to. It made me feel like I couldn't
go on. But there were always smiling faces of people
- wwt
a iv
usicucu w ui ill y uuuic.
The foreign students who felt the same way I did
were not the only people I got to know. The American
kids made an effort to let me understand that no matter
what our background, we are all human beings.
atmosThere is in Babcock a teaching-learniphere. The different cultures represented by us
approach each other by creating a very relaxed true
friendship. No matter if you are a girl or a guy, there
is always someone to help you without taking consideration of other factors that have created certain
frictions and frustrations . In the rest of the dorms.
Now that I have to say good-by- e.
I know how
Japanese Chefs cut carrots, how to say "you know"
every five seconds, oops, and even get used to being
caiieu iviana instead ox i oya.
I learned how many "terrific'Tas Chuc would say)
people you can meet travelling.
Then, having talked many times against America
(sorry, North America), It becomes a beautiful place
for me to be proud of being "Colombian!"
es,

ing should not be generally
blamed on all of the clubs,
since not all of the clubs
participated in such activi
I

ng

Tha officea a
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O-I-

i
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.
-

VOICE (4 May 1973) had a

0) Harris suggested that
Black students are constantly creating racial unrest. It is true that Black

National

.

Smiling faces,

To The Editor:

members.
Any acts which were publicly disrupting or disturb-

National Advertising Representative:
Educational Advertising Service.

.

;

"

International Corner

many issues that deserve
response, but two salient
points demand attention.
Their importance is not
merely in his stating
them, but also in their
widespread acceptance
among the white student
body.

"fire-pubesce- nt"

ered as offensive to the

Sphinx

which

Pejudice,
insensitivity
do exist here

letter to the editor
referred to the
A

Week should not be consid-

no racial prejudice is present on campus." It Is diffi-

--

show

Concerning Jim

(2)

stuapa-

and Mrs. Jones,
cult to believe that people
definitely have athinggoin
still hold such a naive
on!
belief. Let it suffice to
As you can see. Bill (if , respond" that recent Woos-t- er
I'm not asking too much)
history, the KERNE R
we too have had our paREPORT, and the graffiti
on COW bathroom walls
tience tried, tried, and
should dispel this illusion.
tried again, but crying
trivia is no answer. Oh,
These commonly held
yeah, Billy, before I end,
misconceptions are indicawhat was your purpose in
tive of the
racism on this
including the members of
campus ' and the dearth of
fifth section in your
white awareness of racism.
article? I mean they
Sincerely,-Charle- s
weren't participating in the
game so what is your reaLindner
soning? You wouldn't be
Paul Blackwood
trying to play on that old
Tricia Hill
fifth section, eighth section
David S. Johnston
stereotype, now would you?

things: 1) keep my mouth
shut; 2 question the credibility oT the school; or
3) learn to tell the whole
story (meaning don't play
people off as being more
ignorant than yourself,
which at the moment seems
truly impossible.)
you had no feeling
If
about Blacks, why do you

my!

raised is why are white

dents insensitive and
thetic about racism?

you would

--

it necessary to

dents than die Blacks. The
relevant question to be

finished yet. Bill. Remember the dance this past
Homecoming night? Somebody got drunk and felt a
little pushy and loud? Now
Billy if we weren't nice
fellas you and dentu --cream
would belike Billy Paul

To The Editor:

your past encounters with
Blacks (which I may say
were less than impressive and even less significant)? . Was this to show
us that Big Bill Harris
Why
everybody?
loves
maybe even some of his
best friends are Black! My,

students alone raise issues

of racism on this campus.
This, however, is more of a
judgement on the white stu-

'-

slur stem trom mat time?

Blacks9 patience

deem

Friday, May 18, 1973
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This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the
and .
double4paced,
editor.
Letters should be typed,
preferably under 300 words. Addrees all correspondence I
ooster, Woostar, Ohio '44691
to VOXCS, The College of Wooater,

'

I
STAFF- - Chuc Cavar, Joff Adair, Stanley Pordua,
Marty Knott, Eleanor DeWItt, BillJIonloy. Cindy
Ernest, Sua Tow, Barb Snyder, Paul Capo,
Richard Scales, lis Wolff, Sua Dawson, Lucy
Bonner, Cathy Tumor, Davo Camming, Joo Glg- lierano, Jim Becker, Jim Staub, Tom McCuno,
Duona Bogart and Roy Rogers.

j
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VOICE

Reel World

laughing

--

Ul M
never high, took a buffoonish

By Boo Retherington

demagogue with what seems to
have been dangerously spastic
politics, transformed him into
the rugged individualist (that
most abused of all American
ideals) and made it stick.' The
King of the Wild Frontier wasn't
the first of his kind, and Bonnie
and Clyde is certainly not the
last, although they have been the

Controversy picks the strang-

est places to senle down and make

trouble. In 1967, Arthur Penn's
film BONNIE & CLYDE split
viewers and critics right down
tiie middle. It has been called
everything from an artistic bouquet to a "bunch of decayed cabbage
leaves smeared with
' catsup."
Many people who are
otherwise functionally literate
have responded to the movie with
charges that its sympathetic,
tragicomic portrayal of a criminal gang represented a kind of
artistic immorality. They were
further distressed by flagrant
historical inaccuracies in the
script, its graphic and sensual
representation of violence, and
most of all the mixture of comedy and violence. Displaying
its usual disregard for critical
guidance, American audiences
flocked to see it, as the colleg.

iate crowd
in Mateer.

no doubt will tonight

As you may recall
Bonnie
Parker and Clyde Barrow were

a couple of shabby outlaws from
out of America's indigestible past
whose five year spree of greasing
and gunning was prematurely interrupted by 167 bullets in

Arcadia, Louisiana, in 1934.

I,

for one, am not bothered in the
least that these two are made into
heroes, nor do I indulge in
romanticizing their , romp as an

attack against American materialism. Likewise. I realize that
Clyde lacked the subtle mannerisms of Warren Beatty, and that
the real Bonnie looked more like
Margaret Hamilton than Faye
Dunaway. Motion pictures have
always had the remarkable ability
to romantically resurrect morally stale types, such as the
second coming of Davy Crockett
in the 50s. Walt Disney, whose
tolerance for ambiguity was

comes

.

most successful.
Now in an abrupt (but admittedly anemic) shifting of tone
which may prove an exemplary
visual aid for the remainder of
this discussion, I include that my
own impression is that BONNIE
& CLYDE is one of the major
American artistic achievements
of the last decade, and may possibly emerge as one of the great
American classics. That claim
cannot possibly be substantiated
in this space, and rather than
driving myself into a frenzy of
exegesis and explanation, I
choose to calmly reflect on only
one aspect of this masterpiece
the blending of comedy and tragedy into a complex dramatic

structure.
By reworking the reality of a
five year reign of terror spread

by a gang of punk outlaws, the
writers have embellished facts
with a great sympathy for a
world they barely knew, and endowed an essentially grim, terrible series of crimes with the
sardonic humor of a Twain or
O. Henry. The device of inter
Jecting farcical and" laughable
situations throughout a gore-lad- en

story

distinguishes

BON-

CLYDE from all other
gangster films before it, and
NIE

&

leaves one with a confirmed
awareness that a new.
style has been
established by which spectators
can be shocked and entertained
at the same time.
In the first half of the film
pseudo-document-

ary

the outlaws live in a comic world,
comic first in the picturesque,
nomadic quality of their life as

symbolized by their automobile,
and second because of their Inability to achieve success In their
chosen world. They are inept
players in a game of cops and
robbers, and in this first half
there is no instance of a success-

ful crime. Thus the film creates
a comic world so entertaining
and engaging to us that its
aesthetic values neutralize (if
not reverse) our normal moral
Judgments about the gangster
film.
The last half of the movie
systematically undercuts"' the
comic world and asserts the
underlying moral necessity, culminating in the horrible blood
bath in the end. The seeds of
destruction inhere in the comic
world itself. Paradoxically, as
they succeed in the world and
become its heroes rather than
its fools, Bonnie and Clyde become subject to its morality.
The turning point of the film is,
of course, the comic bank robbery when a bank attendent Jumps
on the running board of the get-

away car and Clyde shoots him
in the face. The sudden and
gruesome flash of blood marks
their success as criminals, and
the beginning of their downfall.

More and more incidents demonstrate this as the film progresses. The picnic scene with
Bonnie's family is the ultimate
recognition that their life is a
dead end. In the following sequences violence dominates the

screen and blood streams every-

where all the way through the
final scene.
But the graphic details
of
violence, however great, do not
suffice to account for the powerful emotional effect of the movie.
The horror of the effect is

WHITES must face reality!r
selves as "Mexicans")
were about as conscious of
their cultural uniqueness
as Whites are at Wooster

By Chuc

Bill Harris letter in the

VOICE is a perfect
example of how : far we
Whites have yet to go to
overcome our own ignorance, let alone racism.
He begins his letter with

last

several

references

to-"Black-

"went to
school with," "played football with," and often "went
places with," yet "had no
feelings at all about." Very,
interesting relationship,
he

no 7 How could one do all

these things with someone
and not have any emotional
response?
I mink what he is referring" to resembles the
limited amount of consciousness mat Blacks and
Chlcanos who attended my
primarily white high school
had. Four years ago the
grape boycott was Just a
cover story in TIME magazine. SOUL ON ICE was
nowhere to be found in
Adrian High's library, and
the only publication resembling "minority media" widely read by students, was EBONY.
In other words, with a
few exceptions. Blacks and
Chlcanos (the latter were
still referring to them

todayl

If there is
"constant
racial unrest" on this campus, which there is not, it

only symbolic of the
"unrest of all America."
It may have been easy for
us to ward off the realities
of racism in high school
but Wooster is so much
closer to the world where
Black inmates are used as
guinea pigs in experiments
with the effects of syphilis,
where Native Americans
battle a squadron of rifled

is

s"

troops at a place called
Wounded Knee.

This campus has not been

without

scars,

its

own

battle

of them
brought about by Whites
who will not be turned from

their

most

business-as-usu-

al,

attitude.
The statement in Bill's
letter that reads 'If the
Blacks bitching about not
playing would give 100 in
practice instead of talking,
they would be playing," is
a perfect illustration. Who
illusive
defines this recently
"10055'? Until
it has been primarily White
coaching staffs, and ath

letic teams on which Blacks
are far outnumbered. So
mis 100 that people are
supposed to give is by definition a very White 100.

stronger than simple nausea at
the profusion of blood. It comes
from the Juxtaposition of the comic world against the reality of
violence. Like Bonnie escaping
into a movie musical, we have
escaped into their movie world.
Its .comedy has made us forget
the reality of violence. We have
been taken In. And then the
movie slaps us across the face
so hard it is like seeing violence
for the first time.
This is why I would contend
mat the film is essentially moral.
At the end our moral values are
restored with a shock. No sane
person, I argue, could experience
this film and aspire to the life it
describes. The effect is noto
make crime look attractive, but
to make violence look horrible.
We see people we admire suffer
and die for what they are.

Re-

acting with revulsion and horror
to this is moral in the highest
sense.
SHORT SUBJECTS: Many peo-

ple complain that reviews do not

tell them

enough of ."how

it was

done" and since the final death
scene Is so overwhelming the
following information may be of

To film the spasm
and dance of death required four
cameras each at a different speed
(24, 48, 72, and 96) and different
lenses, and the scene was later
assembled on the editor's table.
Nearly a hundred charges were
wired to the actors that (when
coupled with a blood package)
would simulate bullets hitting
the body. The car was also wired.
At one polnt.there is even a small
piece . of Beatty s head that
explodes off. Faye Dunaway s
death was shot several times, and
her leg was tied to the gear shift
to prevent her from falling out of
the car. The quietest audience in
the world is the one witnessing
the total effect of these

Interest.

was NOT going to boycott
in the beginning and then
DID SO. He STILL would
have "copped out." I see
nothing "logical" about
In other words, "Maybe, pledging your support to
Just maybe," Blacks are something and then withcontributing to the betterdrawing it because you
ment of the team in ways think it will hurt your
that aren't immediately chances viien you get out in
recognizable to White that Great White World I
I would like to know as
coaches and team mates.
And as for the name-callin- g, well what gift of God Bill .
I just love the Harris thinks he has when
altruistic picture Bill he speaks for everybody on
paints of. his Section this yard? (I.e.: "To
"brothers." It seems to the Blacks that were levelme that when I and two headed during the game
other friends (one Black, last Wednesday as well as
one White) were playing the other Blacks on campus
that have their heads
tennis on the courts oppoon
site Bissman a couple of squarely
their
weeks ago, we were ALL shoulders, you are greatly
subjected to a variety of respected by the campus.")
cackled adjectives by In the first place I wasn't
some of the same guys even AT the game, and
info
whose poor "patience was have no first-ha- nd
tried very hard" during the about what really happened
IM game. In which case and in the second place, ate
and
I can only say practice terms "level-heade- d"
what you preach before "squarely on their shouyou start writing indignant lders" are just that:
SQUARE, and call to mind
letters.
Recognizing that the De all the Impossible stanRose business has been dards of a Boy Scout manrun into the ground, I will ual, standards which I
only add this to that ugly wouldn't wish on ANYmatter: copping out is
I do not respect
copping out. I don't care BODY!
looks away
who
anyone
he
would
have said
if he

from injustice, no matter
how distant they make
themselves feel from ltl
Hurray for those who
"bitch," and hats off to
such great bltchers of our
times as Cesar Chavez,

Bella Abzug, and Nikkl
Giovanni, whose pickets,
resolutions, and poetry in
their beautiful bltchlness
has done more good for the
oppressed peoples of this
earth man the total number
of Softball games ever
played.
In conclusion it's too
bad a few WHITES can't
face reality. It seems to
me that considering the
nature of such GAMES as
softball, where someone is
either out or safe depending largely on where the
umpire is positioned. It
would be better for everybody Involved to divert
their energies to some

more constructive

pur-

suits. Like trying to sort
out those "very mixed
feelings" you now have.
And
that includes the
hordes of gawking fans who
jam the hillsides to claim
a ringside seat for the
Inevitable

flare-u- p.

Yes, BUI, the truth WILL
have to be faced! By big
men and little boys alike.

.
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Preventing more Waters utes
continued from page one

dent seems unable to operate
without a large staff. "We must
, no longer have closed govern
ment; we most no longer nave
staff people who shield the Pres-ide-nt
from the people," he urged.
- Goldberg
would rather have more
responsible Cabinet officers who
could cany out the business of
.government.
;v
Also, he said, "We will surely
nave to reorganize the electoral
system." We should Imitate the
British system, he suggested,
and run elections Mon the basis
of the capacity of the individual.
Let's take the money out of politics."
"We have not seen the end of
It." he warned, saying that this
scandal is no occasion for political hay.
No .', American
should take pleasure In the Watergate results," he asserted.
We should face the Issue, rather,
with a real determination that
this should not happen again."
Mr. Goldberg's experience in.
:

--

;

;
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For the student who feels himcalculus equations, Lowry Center
Board presents a unique opportunity to get away from It all
and return to the childhood days
when Tom Sawyer and Becky

.

J

Four national organizations
have Joined Kent State University In the further development
of the Geneva Semester on the.
United Nations System, a unique
overseas
academic program
created by KSUs Center for
International and Comparative

Programs.

...

The Geneva Semester, which
began as a pilot program in
January 1973, will -- begin Us
second term on September 17 and
run through fall and winter quarters, ending on February 1, 1974.
It studies the workings of the
International system and the conditions required for the advancement of world stability and peace.

The program Is open to qualified . undergraduate students, '
regardless of major, In colleges
and . universities In the United
prelimStates. After a
inary session divided between
Washington, D.C. and New York
City, the students .will spend
most of the remaining time la
Geneva, Switzerland, the European headquarters of the United
.Nations.
. .,
English Is the - language of
Instruction and courses are'
taught by KSU faculty and adjunct processors from Swiss
universities. .As many as 32
KSU quarter hours may be
earned.
--

4-w-

eek

.

-

:
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Eater of D emocrats honored

Smithsonian puppeteers perform
Tom Sawyer9 today in McGaw
self hopelessly immersed in
Locke lan theory or incalculable

poetry, history, philosophy, women and blacks as well as topics
of special weekly films. : -

Geneva Semester offered
by KSU to all undergraduates

.

i

and Diplomacy at American University. Further .events In the
"Nature of Justice In America"
series will deal with justice and

the fields of both law and federal
government ranges from his past
positions of U.S. Ambassador, to
the United Nations and Secretary
of Labor to his current law practice In Washington, D.C. and post
as University Professor of Law

.

Is Alfred E. Packard? tort his (or her) face without music by Tommy and Joel, An- May 26, an using the hands to manipulate other dance will follow In the
sponsored It. "
evening.
afternoon
of
activities
The two performances, 99?
by
LCB
In
After
Judging
win
the
be
held
honor
Oh, who IS Alfred E. Packard?
of
chalk
the
each for students, will be given
drawing
only American ever con(on
of
The
Startthis
contest
historic
sidecharacter.
the
McGaw
in
Chapel. In addition,
ing at noon, with a dance in front walk) and the
comvicted of cannibalism. He once
the puppeteers will give a free
of Lowry Center, the fun really petition (females only), a ate six democrats.
lecture demonstration in the Pit
begins to roll with Contest Time, chicken barbeque win be held
Dont forget the John Dean
at noon.
le
featuring the
Gross on the Lowry Center patio, with look-alicontest!
Fashion Show. So check out the
g
categories, and pick your spec- $ALFRED E. PACKARD DAY
puppeteers,
-- WEDNESDAY, MAY 23, 1973 S
The
guys.
ialties,
'
Allan Stevens and Company, have
p.m. Dane in front of Lowry Center Jazzicians
A variety of coed contests g 12:00-20- 0
been creating puppet shows for? which follow win include the
botwoen Holder) '
p.m.. Con to st Timo:
the Smithsonian for over two Gurn competition, based on the jij:
and Lowry jg
Hall
bubblegum
blowing
years. They perform on tour all ability of the individual to con- contest
Center
gross fashion show(males
over the country and also main' :
only):
tain the resident puppet theatre
1.
g:
biggest ears
at the Smithsonian for Wash2. hairiest chest "
ington, D.C. area children.
- '
3. " biggest biceps
:
4. biggest belch
.
'
5. biggest feet
'
:
6. skinniest guy
Who

On Wednesday,

body-painti- ng

all-ma-

ke

multi-talent- ed

all-Import-

ant.

.

2:00-4:0-

Ijgw

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING

J

Jn

JJurru!
9

0

.

If

"

'

j--

Dolly

--

8

..

hand walking

4

1.--

'

.

I
I

TI3 S3QTH

HIYIl

UTAT

IT

-

pie-eatin-

j$ 4:00 p.m.

I :$4:30 p.m.

377 W. Liberty j
UH3uulTlTDuuu

I

contest

I
7:00
:

Chicken
music by Tommy
Bar-B--

D

SSfop In and Browse
Public Square

sD

8i

W

Lowry Center

Joel

Patio

1

264-61- 17

Eternity Christian "
--

n

H
H

D

S

0

n

Phone

0

no
a

at

The Gift Corner
S. W. Comer

oool

Q

D

that is
unusual?

D
D

v.

.

during the afternoon activities, there will be continuous
volleyball competition and a frisbee contest out behind
Lowry Center - strictly b.y.o.f.
TD:00 p.m. Dance
Redhouse
Prises will be awarded for contests

A Special Gift

D

Look To Us For
Ail Your Banking Needs

.

sidewalk be- tween Lowry Cen -- S
tor and P.E.C
behind Lowry Cen$
tor around wading &

-

D
D
D

e

Judging for chalk Growing

j

I
I

g:

g

look-alik-

!

264-539- 9!

V

.

--

.

i

.

.J

"
,

Judging for body pointing
contest (females only)
-

--

-

I

1 RESERVATIONS

;

-g
wrestling
::::
gum contest
S9" yes, that gum I
funniest lough
contest (Cherry) limited to 10 people P:j:
$f
John Dean
contest

p

262-665-

'
:

"

arm

Hills Shopping Center
Next to Sears
Phone:
1
caw to 6 p.mJ
.
to 8 o.a

msmj

'",

-

longest hair
longest beard
Coed contests;

Bead-Colle- ge

m

guy

8

p.. Dally

;

fattest

9.

Shirt Service Included

;

.

7.

Wooster's 0ns Hour Cleaner's

1855

-

--

Or Hovr Cleaning
Uwtil 4

j:

.

"

'-

Thatcher were
In two performances today, at
4 and 8:15 p.m., the Smithsonian
touring Puppet
Institution's
Theatre win, in fact, present
an original multi-med- ia
version
of Twain's classic TOM SAWYER
on campus.

d

a

aa
an
a

a
a

.: Bookstore

has a lot i store for you I
.

'
.wide selection of Bible
.books by Francis Scboeffer
--

Cbrietiaa iteaa
STOP BY 8:30 -- 5:00;

jmmaf
-

.

a
D

a
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127

D

W. NarOt

262-323- 1
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We have today concluded an agree-

ment to end the war and bring peace
with honor In Vietnam and in Southeast
Asia," Nixon was saying in January, an
American "" flag pin planted
in his lapel, i " .
To all
.4 of you who are listening, the American
People. Your steadfastness in support- lng our insistence oh peace with honor,
has made peace with honor possible.."
Peace with honor? Is it peace at all,
Mr. President? - With Cambodia being
bombed, and trace violations on both
sides, can we really call it a peace?
Is there peace in the hearts of the
200,000 prisoners still resting In Saigon
Jails, or the 4,000,000 refugees, or the
families of the thousands of American
and Vietnamese who died for me cause
of some elusive, illusory ' honor"? The
6,000,000 dead, wounded, and homeless
witness to our lack of "bonor.w Here
in our own country, along with the triumphant return of our POW heroes, we
can see the tragic consequences of job- less veterans, heroin addiction, and tens
of thousands of mutilated or crippled
veterans:
a tragic waste of human
"

.

Despite , his vaunted withdrawal of
the troops, Nixon has carefully maintained a strategic hammerlock on Indochina. This year, the UA government
1s planning to give South Vietnam $3.2
billion, with an additional $1.6 billion

the anus. Some 75 of the prisoners
tortured in this manner do not survive.
These Prisoners are not just peasants
or Viet Cong, but are also Buddhist
monks, Catholic conscientious objectors,
Saigon famand members of
ilies. In order to discredit their influential testimony, Thieu is changing their
sentences to those of common criminals,

tech-nlcla-

self-consciou-sly

resources.

Vietnamese

slated for next year. In addition to this
funnellng of money, to South Vietnam,
there Is a massive Influx of aid in the
ns
form of government advisors and
in every branch of Thleu's armed
forces and civil administration. Much
can be done with $3.2 billion, but Is it
being used for hospitals, orphanages, and
otter repair work? According to AMERICAN REPORT, 80 of mis money will
go to the armed forces. Much of the
remaining 20 will support the large
police-priso- n
structure. The only way

Bruce Arnold and. Martba Boland

y
,-B-

well-kno-

,
--

3

Commentary

Thieu' can maintain . these large scale
programs against those who will not
forthrlghtly support his regime is by
continued American support.
The primary program Is persecution
of political prisoners. These. 200,000
victims of all ages, children to grandparents, have been Imprisoned for little
or no reason, tortured, beaten, placed '
in cages so small that they can no longer
stand upright, and subjected to other Inhuman treatment of a sort which induces :
a large number to attempt suicide.
One form of torture is described in
AMERICAN REPORT by Andre Menras,
one of the French school teachers "
recently released from Thleus prisons:
". . . the prisoner Is stripped naked
and. made to sit in a chair with a hole in
the seat. A lighted oil lamp making It
possible to raise and lower the name- -is
placed underneath the chair. If the
prisoner refuses to talk the flame Is
raised higher and higher until It burns

i
Council camute

wn

I

r

1

thus keeping them in prison for longer
periods and enabling him to execute them
at will. This also allows him to circumvent the peace treaty conditions that
a solution to the problem of civilian
detainees must be found within 90 days
of the treaty's effective date,
v This i
how UjS. government funds
are being used: military technology,
political prisons, police repression. "To
us, the war is over, and that's a good
thing. But there is no way to forget
Vietnam. We will carry .Its stain for the
(Pete HamillO
rest of our lives.

.

.

Government money pumped into Vietnam
Is more than guilt money, It is blood
money. The American Friends Service
Committee is a Quaker organization
offering alternatives for the American

issues:
Council's original 1972-7- 3 allocations were questioned by Mike
Tanner, who made a presentation on behalf of the Black Student
Association (BSA). BSA, Tanner claimed, had requested $6000 but
received an allocation of only $1500. .
Council member Ken Hoover replied that Council bad decided
to give 'SGA the responsibility of allocating program budgets. SGA
President John Kneen added that mis meant that BSA would have to
come to SGA with specific projects during the year as the SGA budget
is tight and will not allow longterm funding.
Bob Newman moved that Council cut $500 from the Scot's Key
grant and add this amount to the BSA budget. The motion was defeated
Hoover expressed concern that other groups would start coming
to CC for program funds and suggested that perhaps the money should
be given to SGA Instead. Newman then introduced a motion to mat
effect.
Doris Coster stated that the Scot s Key Is a document which the
Administration has the legal responsibility of giving to every student.
'
After some discussion of possible means of cutting production-costand finding other fund sources, the motion was passed 3, reducing
the Scot's Key allocation to $1700.'
The final ISC evaluation of section initiations was presented by
Council Chairman Ron Wilcox. Although the report required no action
from Council, a motion sponsored by Dave Mlraldl and passed 2.
- urged "the JSC , implementation of the recommendations" in the
report."
ISC president Jim Davis' recommendations In the report were:
the setting up of "more explicit guidelines' for next year; "more
extensive orientations for the observer teams"; the promotion of a
better understanding of the "specific purpose", of each section's
'Initiation procedures among actives and pledges; encouraging the
.sections-teach "continually reevaluate its initiation procedure";
and intersection ramificaand the' discussion of the "campus-wid- e
tions' of initiation week, '
-

There are several reasons for
recommendation
of the
Traffic
Commission. Wayne
Avenue Is one of the busiest
east-we- st
roads in Wooster, and
the

will become even more congested
when the city Improves Wayne
- Street west of Bever Street In
the near future.

Since fall quarter, there have
been two accidents when students
were pulling out of the college
parking lots on Wayne Avenue.
In both cases the students were
cited for falling to yield the
even though parked
cars blocked the driver's vision,
right-of-w-

--

.

.

s

5--

..

.

Pearce added 'effects of the
recommendation will have to be
probably just a normal property watched, and it may be subject
assessment any landowner would to review and change. He agrees
pay when a road next to his with Sherman that the ban will
property Is improved. The city cause student parking problems,
maintains control of the street, but maintains the College should
and the College cannot regulate provide enough off street parking
parking on it.
for students.
--

BARGAINS
TRAVEL
FLAIRICELANDIC
CAR PACKAGES
--

-

J

--

.

-

o

C:

Sherman said the College gave
the city some money to pave
a parking lane when the Bever-Bestretch of Wayne was
resurfaced, but the strip is not
wide enough to accomodate mod

all

D

a
a

D

.

a

if

0
0

Wayne Avenue Is just barely
wide enough for a parking lane
on that stretch. Captain Pearce
said the curve in the road near
Bever Street creates an illusion
the street Is narrower than it
really Is, and cars travel closer
to the center of Wayne to avoid
any parked cars.

a

.

-

5 p.m. -

1

ajn.

FfcCHD

a

- RAVIOLI

PITTSBURGH AVENUE

MONDAY, WED., THURS.

a
a

252-71-

-

Friday, Saturday 5 p.m. - 2 o.m

STUDENT TOURS

I

CRUISES

call

346

2 6i - 65 OS

CARRY-OU- T

i

i
ONLYj

!

East Bowman Street

TRAVEL WITH FLAIR

-- I

CITY NEWS
HAND BLENDED T03ACCOS

IMPORTED PIPES

--

DELICATESSEN

PAPEX3ACK BOOKS

Open 6:30 a.m.

MAGAZINES

12:30 a.m.- - Sunday 'til 10:00

o

SUNDAY 5 p.m. - 12 p.m

PIZZA

j

a
a

WOOSTBt, OHIO

35

EURAILPASSES

FREIGHTER

ay

- Parking east of Beall on Wayne
will still be permitted. The road
is wider there, and two ears can
pass easily. ,
.

5--

764

.

Pearce added the
money given by the College was

.

.

SPAGHETTI

fund-raisi- ng

ern cars.

continued from page one

7-2.
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Wayne parking restricted

Council met again Tuesday, May 16, to consider the following

o

public to the spending the UjS. government is doing. Since 1965, AFSC has
provided assistance to. the Vietnamese
people: Penicillin to the sick and injured;
surgical supplies to hospitals in North
Vietnam; Artificial limbs to the maimed;
and economic aid to the needy so they
. can continue their medical attention after
their return home. In the States they
have consistently opposed the UjS. role In
the war, and have undertaken an education project to inform Americans of the
human cost of the Indochlnese conflict.
AFSC Is now. conducting their Spring
Campaign for the NorthSouth Vietnam
Fund, 23 of which will go directly to
their Vietnamese programs, and
tor
peace education on the home front. We
ask you to . participate in this
campaign. The Wooster People's
Party, in conjunction with LCB, is sponsoring a benefit movie this Friday. All
proceeds will go to the NormSouth
Vietnam Fund. The movie, BONNIE
AND CLYDE, will be shown at 7:00 and
9:30 in Mateer Auditorium for 50. If
you cannot go to the movie, or wish to
make a further donation, send a check,
payable to AFSC NorthSouth Vietnam
Fund, to box 3181, College of Wooster.
These donations are tax deductible. We,
the people, will give aid. It won't be
billions, but It will be genuine, and it will
mean something good politically and
morally and spiritually for Americans to
volunteer their money.' Carl Oglesby

MORE ON

In Its meeting Wednesday, May 10, Campus Council reviewed
the recommendations of the Budget Committee and finalized budget
allocations for next year, i Funds for "operating expenses' were
granted to the "smaller" student organizations,' which will have to
make requests for 'specific program allocations to SGA rather than
to Council, An itemization of the final allocations may be found in
the box entitled "Campus Council Budget Allocations.

.
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Wesleyan snatches OAC title in Men9s tennis
-

Taylor was up against a tough
Mark Lowery from Kenyon.
Lowery won In one of the tough-st matches of the tournament,
6,
4,
6.
Lowery was then
defeated by Herb Feldman of

by Norm Schoenfeld
This pas t weekend W ooster
played hoot to 13 other school!
in the Ohio Athletic Conference
Tennis Tournament. Ohio Wes-ley- an
University dominated the

2--

f

first

Rick Ellsworth defeated Jonto
0,
from Capital, 2,
bat lost
la the second round to Jim Lath-rfrom Muskingum, 1,
L
Lathrop mad It to the finals and
defeated Ted Frltsch of Denlson,
3,
6--1
to win the first singles.
At the second singles spot.
Sett Taylor playing for Wooster
easily defeated Lohnes of Capital
1.
0,
Re men went on to defeat Powell from Wittenberg 5,
c;
6- -u
m the semi-finaop

6--

6--

L

6--

1'

-6-3,6-4.

Another freshman, Jim Rake-stra- w,
playing fifth singles, had
a . great weekend. The young
Woosterlt
easily defeated
Kleffer of Wittenberg 0,
2.
He men had little trouble beating
Kontras of Otterbeln 1,
2.
In the semi-finaRakestraw
was op against his only loss mis
season, Pennington of Kenyon.
It turned out to b a rough match,
both verbally and physically.
Rakestraw came out on top defeating Pennington, 4, 6, 4.
6--

6--

6--

6--

"

ls,

2--

6--

6--

7--

ls.

6--

6--

6--

6--

L

At sixth singles Worford got
a bye the first round and then
trounced Mullett from Mount
0.
Union 1,
He then met
Paul Kallner from Ohio Wesleyan who defeated the Scot 2,
3.
Kallner went on to the finals to get beaten by Ed Gentzler
0.
of Kenyon, 2,
At first doubles Rick Massle
and Herb Feldman from Ohio
Wesleyan teamed up to beat
Rick Ellsworth and
Wooster
4.
Sett Taylor
Jim Rakestraw and Reld Had- -

-

6--

6--

mm

6--

He men went to the finals Where
he was soundly beaten by George
Saunders of Ohio Wesleyan, 1,

At fourth singles, freshman
Reld BeococJc had a gooa snowing.
In the opening round he defeated
Roslle from Heidelberg, 1, 0.
Reld men went on to beat Hyde
from Marietta, 3,
In the
L
semi-fina- ls
Jeff Feldman from

6--

u--

6--

6--

6-4,- 6-3.

6--

6--

3,

6--

6--

6--

6--

Captain Jim Nelson, playing
third singles for Wooster, mad
an excellent showing. Kelson had
a by the first round and then
defeated High from Beldwm-Wal- -v
2.
lace 0,
In the semi-fina- ls,
Nelson again easily defeated his
opponent. Be beat Raskin from
U
Marietta 0,
la the finals,
Doug Sheffield from Ohio Wesleyan proved to be too strong and
defeated Kelson In straight sets,
6--

2--

6--

.

7--

Ohio Wesleyan,

tournament with 84 points.
Second place was a closely fought
battle between the Wooster Soots
and the Kenyon Lords with the
Lords coming oat on top with a
12
point lead over Wooster.
At
singles, Woosters
6--

6--

r

Ohio Wesleyan defeated Haddlck
1,
3.
Feldman then went on
to win the fourth singles by defeating Mark Young of Oberlln

gap m$mm

6--

6--

Stanlajr

6--

-

li

6--

6--

6--

6-4,- 3-6,

1

4--

6--

Prdu.

Wooster placed third overall
and Coach Van Wle was very
pleased with the results. The

Scots win finish their dual meet
season with two awav matches
at Otterbeln and Kenyon, and a
borne match against Ohio Wes
leyan.

6--

Trackmen and season with win;
finish last in Ohio Conference

'

.1

dick playing second doubles lost
in the first round but went on
to win the consolation round. At
third doubles, defending champions Mark Worford and Jim Nelson from Wooster were defeated"
by Rothschild and Pennington
2,
2.
from Kenyon 6,

hrrrr.
'

"

'

a

By Paul Cope
.Merten won a superb mile run Tigers did manage, to win the
.The track team's picture has in 4:22, but lost the first 880 880 yard run, though.
been bleak in the past weeks. Two yard run of his college career,
On Saturday, May 12, Rick Day
meets have been cancelled berunning a swift 1:56. Wittenberg ran a 4:20.3 mile la the Confercause of rain, two lost, and two downed Wooster on May 8, but ence Championships and only
more upcoming meets cancelled. not until after the Scots had dommissed the Wooster school outLast Saturday, the Scot's fininated the distance events. Rick door record by one and a half
Day won- the mile run in 4:25.6 seconds.
ished last In the OAC championThe time, however,
ships as the team's bright spot, and the 3 mile run in 15:22.4. failed to bring a place win.
Forrest Merten, the only athelete Doug Murphy followed Day Doug Murphy was only seconds
closely in both races to pick behind Day with a 4:23.7 mile.
in the conference to have qualified for the championships in up a pair , of second places for Bom are freshmen and can be
the 440, 880, and mile runs, th losing cans. Merten won wpected to be two of the finest
flicked oat Ilk a light when he the 440 yard dash In 60.8 and runners In the conference in
pulled a muscle.
then anchored the mil relay th future. The Scots closed
On May 2, Otterbeln and Ober-l- ln team to victory with a sparkling their season on Wednesday at
Colleges defeated Wooster. 49.9 quarter mile. The host home with a victory over Hiram.
-

.

f
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Lose last 3 OAC games

Goodbye Voostcr,
Hello Cleveland
If you'll be home in Cleveland
this summer, you can earn degree
credits while you work a summer
job or Just take it easy.
at John Carroll
Enroll part-tim-e

it

.

The Soot basebaHers saw their
title hopes flattened last
(7--4)
week as they were defeated In 7- -5 behind B--and ML
each of their last three confer- -, Union (5-ence outings. Wednesday they
While an enthusiastic group
fell to Heidelberg 5- -2 at horn
of Wooster fans braved th
and wtr shut out twice at Baldwin-cold and rain at Berea Saturday,
Saturday 0 and 0,
th Scots gave mem little to
cheer about. Collecting only 2
If.
ITI
hits in each ban game, the "offense" who has offended few
BisssasWesiessesesssssaa
pitchers mis season (J 95 team
p New Ihrw Tees. 7 & 9 pm
average) advanced only on man
as far as third base an day.
2022
Meanwhile B--W cashed m big on
Tn Yeerot
thre Wooster errors for 6 of
"SOYLENT GREEN"
wftti Cherleaton Hasten
their 6 runs. Coach Roger Welsh
employed 4 pitchers In th twin-bi- n,
Grant Relic and Doug Dye
Wads.
On
Show
Starts
8 p.m
Prl. & SeU 7 9k 9:30 p.m.
la th first gam and Bin Henley
and Mike Patterson in the second.
3 ACADEMY AWARDS
An
four worked effectively but
"CAMELOT"
Relic and Henley th starters
with Vanessa Redgrave
received undeservedlosses.
OAC

4--

Wallace

John Carroll University
SUMMER SESSIONS
June 18- - July 20
July 23 - August 23

2--

?

For e re Summer Bulletin, return coupon to
Director of Summer Sessions. John CerroU
University. Clevelend. OH 44118
.

i

;

STATE

MAJOR

ZIP

As if these three losses weren't
enough, Monday the Scots were
served another piece of humble
pie. Lowly Ohio Dominican em-

barrassed the locals 6--4 in front
of a home crowd taking advantage
of walks, 3 hit batsmen and a
number of timely hits Issued by
the Soots pitchers. This loss, last
in a string of - six, leaves th
hometown record at a disappointing 12-overall.

W

3).

school. Send for e catalog now.

CITY

:

ship-

'

credits. Transferable to your

STREET

to nail the Ud on all championaspirations.
The - three
7defeats reduced a -2 division
leading record to a third place

By John McEhraln

University In University Heights
one of the largest summer programs
on the East Side.
science and business
. Arts,

NAME

Scot basehallers drop bid
for Ohio iLonv erence

10

.

.

l4t games yt on tap
Scots still have hopM
achieving a respectable
but first they must try toreord,
forget
bitter taste of last week
unraveling.
Wtta

th

In the national college bass-b- an
ratings released last week,
Wooster received honorable
mention as being among th
nation's top teams.

Pag
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seven

7elsbhan wins top honors

by 15 s trokes
toy

1

Forrest Fessler

e.iJ timay
rriooy

For tiie past three years It

has been the goal of Coach Bob
Nye, Paul Abbey, Scott Balr, and
Gary Welshhans to win the Ohio
Conference championship. Two
' years- - ago the Scots were edged
out by Ohio Wesleyan by one
shot.' Last year the Scots handed
OWU an n shot lead after the
front 18 and could only make up
eight shots on the back 18. This
; year was a different story. :
The Scots knew they had the
strongest team that they , had
ever taken to the tournament.
' And they knew they had beaten
previously this year all of the
contenders In .one of their six
tournament victories. This year
j was the last chance for Abbey,

OAC BASEBALL playoK (at Capital)
LACROSSE vs. Ohio WesUyon
Mn's TENNIS vs. Akron U.
TRACK vs. Capital

:

,

15-- 20

36-h-

6--

6--

6--

.

ole

were tied for second, 12
shots back at 408. Welshhans
led the teams with a superb 76,

followed by Abbey's. 77 and
Balr's 80. Underclassmen
Bamberger, and Kneen
carded 82, 81, 82 respectively.
Mc-Ke-

let team of Pat Vlttum ana vinay
Guyer defeated their opponents.
with Den-- Is
Saturday's
on and Wittenberg had a disappointing outcome. Wooster lost
to Denlsong-- 3, and lost to Wittenberg by a -4 score. Only Carol
Hahn could pull out a Scot win
against Wittenberg. Mary
Randall, lost her first match of
the season to her host opponent.
Barb BrundageL
Woosters first doubles team,
and Mary Randall recovered from
earlier defeats to beat their Denl-s- on

1:00

HOME

away
Columbus
Athens

on,

76-7-

Akron
HOME

perior competitive

attitude he
was able to achetve a goal he set
for himself last fall. En route
to his personal victory Welsh-

hans had to make a tricky seven-fo- ot
down-h- ill
putt on his 35th
hole and get up and down from
50 feet on the last green.
'
Welshhan's effort was closely
followed by Scott Balr who fin- -.
-

lshed third medalist at 156,

80-7- 6.

All In all, five of the Scots
placed in the top ten.
The OAC victory was the
Scots seventh tournament win In
eight outings, adding to their wins
In the Brookslde Invitational, the
Ohio Wesleyan Invitational, the
L.C. Boles Invitational, the Ashland Invitational, the Wooster
Invitational, and the GLCA
Championship.
With the victory In the OAC It
seems assured that the Scots will
play In the NCAA tournament for
their fourth time In four years.

ch

Wittenberg routs Woo laxmen

1-

6--

Stanley Perdu

m j?.h.
84 degrees and the
winds were still persisting.
After the first 18 holes of the
tournament the Scots
were tied for first place with
host Wittenberg at 396 (best five
of six total. OWU and Otter-be- ln

Women's tennis team
defeats Central State
trl-mat-

'

first hole the temperature was

temperature had dropped to 36
degrees and the wind had Increased. By the time Paul Abbey

The Scot women's tennis team

point Coach
A( the half-wNye just told his players to
stay calm and stay awake. The
results of the second 18 displayed
tournament experthe Scots
ience, and the coach's advice.
Wittenberg blew up to a 813,396-41- 7,
Wesleyan scored to 813 and
the Cinderella team, Otterbeln,
pulled Into second place with 80S.
The Scots came In with a 394
total for a 790 to win the tournament by 15 shots, the largest
margin In years. Balr's 76 was
low; he was followed by Welsh- nans 78, Abbey's 81, Bamberger's
79, McK eon's 80, and Kneen's 86.
The Scots aqulred their goal
and moreover senior captain
Gary Welshhans won medalist
8,
154. It was the
honors,
culmination of a dream for
Welshhans who Is turning pro
this summer. Gary has worked
hard on his game in the last two
years and together with his su
ay

ff

met their last challengers Tuesday afternoon on the home courts.
The Scpttles handed Central State
a 5- -0 defeat.
All singles players won easily.
Mary Randall handed State's
Sonja Nutter 1, 6- -1 sets. Denlse
Brltt fell to Scottle Carol Hahn,
1.
who won 1,
Debbie Falls
beat Mlchele Newcomb 3, 6- -4 '
on the third court.
The visiting squad combined
singles players to meet Woos-te- r's
doubles squads. This practice Is not common In women's
tennis, but Coach Sexton wanted
a practice session in preparation
for the upcoming state tournament. The first doubles team
of Diana Westcott and Judy
Donaldson, and the second doub

2:00

Tuesday May 22
GOLF vs. Akron, Ashland, OWU and Wittnbrg
2:30
Man's TENNIS vs. Ohio Wslyan

at 7:37 am. The
temperature was a crisp 88 degrees. Mike McKeon and Scott
Balr teed-o- ff
at, 8:07 and the

,

away
HOME

Stat Wemn's TENNIS tournament at Ohio Stat
Women's Midwest LACROSSE

i.

--

tee-o-

away
Columbus
Athens

Saturday May 19

ed up for the competition. The
Scots left for Wittenberg, the
site of this year's championship,
on Thursday at noon; At 2 pjn.
the Scots played Ohio State B
team. When the team entered
their motel room in Springfield
that night they had defeated Ohio
State and were getting mentally
ready for their early tee times
the following day. .John Kneen
and Steve Bamberger were the ; and Gary Welshhans played their

first to

10

BASEBALL playoff
Stat Women' TENNIS tournament at Ohio Stat
Womens' Midwest LACROSSE

;

-

B

1

K3AC

.

.Balr, and Welshhans and the
three seniors were quietly "key- -

Sports Schedule

--

,

opponents.
Coach Sexton hopes

her team
will peak for the state tournament, held at Ohio State on May
18, 19, and 20. The Scottles
have the skin to Improve their
last year's fourth place standing.
They stand 6- -4 for the season.
i

I

Ptouts
Last Saturday, on the Wittenberg University campus, the College of Wooster Lacrosse team
dazzled the parents' weekend tans
for a flred-u- p fourteen minutes
of play before reverting back to
their previous form of six
straight losses. Wittenberg utilized an extremely aggressive,
hustling defense coupled with a
somewhat passive attitude on the
part of the Scots to dominate
the game by a score of 2.
Wooster scored first and last
In the gam but suffered through
a torturous dry spell In between.
Sophomore middle and un --official
"quarterback" Jamie Thomas
gave the Scots their early and
short lead with an unassisted
goal after a darting move around
his man. But before freshman
attackman Beau MacCaffray
scored in the fourth quarter with
an assist from Junior short-Stick-er
George Fryburg, the
Scots watched Wittenberg rule
both ends and the middle of the
field to a tune of sixty-sevshots
resulting In twelve scores while
limiting Wooster to seventeen
By Bob

12--

.

-

as a result." The Irishman also
noted that If weaknesses are
found In the fundamental skins

of catching and throwing, all other
aspects of the game predicted
by these two fundamentals in
turn suffer. The Scots repeatedly
worked the ball offensively Into
position for a shot, only to lose
It on a mishandled pass or to a
'
hustling Tiger defender.
O'Brien
reinforced
this
writer's feeling that the Scots
lacked an aggressive, killer Instinct by noting that Wooster
had a considerable advantage of
4 more minutes of extra-msituations from Wittenberg penalties and yet failed to capitalize
on these breaks at any time.
an

The Fighting Scot Laxmen will
have played (and hopefully defeated) the Columbus Lacrosse Club
by the time of this reading, but
can be seen In action tomorrow,
Saturday, at Carl Dale Memorial
Field against the Battling Bishops
of Ohio Wesleyan.

Additional lax comments:

College 3.
Finding the goal
for the Scot J.v.'s were Juniors
Dave Strauch, his second of the
year, and Marty Lattman. his
third marker, and freshmen
Charles Lundberg, with his third;
and Jim Gerard, hitting for his
first. The Jv.'s ended their sea- -.
son with a record of 1 win and four
4--

losses.
A

jj

Minglewood

5
0

BEER

DM
n
5

Paul Cop

Glrls's lacrosse team heads into the final match tomorrow, At
this point, th Scotties beast a 4- 2- 1 rcord.'

Fighting
Scot Coach Pat
O'Brien mentioned the deficiencies his charges showed In
basic strategic patterns of the
game. We had trouble clearing
and riding (that Is, getting th
ball out of one's own defensive
end Into th offensive zone and
likewise, preventing one's opponent from doing so) and thus
spent a lot of time on defense

Division of Alcoa Aluminum
will b interviewing on campus: Wednesday, May 30th

Tim:

Plac:

10 A.M. or 12 P.M.
or 2 P.M.
Lowry Center Rm's.
247 & 248
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SUMMER WORK

All

Is not lost for the season; the
Junior varsity picked up the first
win of the season last week by
edging the J.v.'s from Ashland
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